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Abstract—Boundary scan tests are typically developed to make
use of the proprietary hardware provided by one of the
companies that specialize in boundary scan testing. This can lead
to fixturing and logistical problems on large scale test systems
used for Defense and Aerospace test, because testing many
different assemblies whose tests rely on different boundary scan
vendors can require the use of test hardware from each of those
vendors. This paper presents a better approach, in which a
common runtime software library can be used by each boundary
scan supplier to apply his tests using the system's existing general
purpose digital hardware.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

IEEE 1149.1 Boundary Scan was introduced in the 1990s
and has become an invaluable methodology for detecting and
diagnosing basic device pin faults, shorts, and opens in digital
circuitry during manufacturing test. Electronic assemblies are
now routinely designed to support boundary scan testing. At
least a half dozen companies provide boundary scan test
generation and runtime software tools, generally accompanied
with proprietary hardware to deliver the tests. One of these
vendors is usually selected during the design or prototyping
phase of product development. Later, manufacturing test
engineers usually attempt to reuse this design effort, which
entails using the software and hardware supplied by the tool
vendor.
This development flow can cause problems on large-scale
systems used for Defense and Aerospace test because the
various units under test (UUTs) come from multiple design
groups, each of which may have selected a different boundary
scan tool supplier. To support this variety of UUTs, test
systems are required to include test hardware from each of the
boundary scan vendors associated with the target UUT designs.
This produces an unacceptably expensive system integration
and logistics support situation.
This problem can be addressed by using a common runtime
software library that can apply boundary scan tests using such a
test system's existing general purpose digital hardware.
Boundary scan suppliers can then update their runtime software
to use the library as an alternative to proprietary hardware. This
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would apply the boundary scan tests using digital hardware that
is already present in the test system, and could greatly simplify
fixturing.
II.

BOUNDARY SCAN OVERVIEW

Boundary scan is a technique in which special standardized
circuitry is included in an IC to facilitate testing and data
transfer. Boundary scan is often called “JTAG” because it grew
out of an effort by a working group called the “Joint Test
Action Group”. For the most part, boundary scan was initially
intended to facilitate testing for board-level production faults,
and thus to provide an alternative to traditional bed-of-nails incircuit testing.
This early JTAG work eventually led to the IEEE 1149.1
standard for the IC circuitry that enables this technique. The
current version of this standard is IEEE Std 1149.1-2001 [1],
and there are now several related standards [2].
The 1149.1 standard requires that a compliant IC provide a
“test access port” for data communication (the “TAP”) and
registers that allow driving and capturing digital signals at the
pins (the “boundary”) of the IC. The TAP has only 4
(optionally 5) wires, transmits data serially, and is designed
such that this serial data transmission can be daisy chained
through all the boundary scan ICs on a board. Thus all of these
ICs can be accessed from a single board-level TAP using only
4 or 5 wires.
The TAP signals consist of a clock (TCK), incoming and
outgoing data lines (TDI and TDO, respectively), a mode
signal to control the serial data transmission (TMS), and,
optionally, a reset signal (TRST). In a typical configuration,
TCK, TMS, and TRST are bussed together while TDI and
TDO are chained from IC to IC. The TDI pin of the first device
in the chain is the principal data input. The TDO of the first
device is connected to the TDI of the second device. The TDO
of the second device is connected to the TDI of the third
device, and so on. The TDO of the last device in the chain is
the principal data output. The slowest device in the chain limits
the clock speed for all devices in the chain [3].

The initial reason for this TAP port infrastructure was to
access a register connected to the IC’s external pins for board
test purposes, but there can be other registers as well. These are
called “data registers”. Each IC also has a single instruction
register which controls a mux used to insert any one of the data
registers between TDI and TDO.
The TAP state machine has states by which data can be
scanned into the instruction register, or into the currently
selected data register. There are mandatory instructions for
obvious test applications. Each selects an appropriate data
register for subsequent data shifting operations.

Figure 1. Boundary Scan Chain

Boundary scan operation is controlled by a state machine in
each IC. This state machine is defined by the 1149.1 standard.
State traversal depends on the TMS value seen by an IC at each
rising edge of the clock. All boundary scan ICs in a chain are
always in the same state during normal operation. Note that the
same TMS signal is typically connected to all ICs in a chain.

Besides these mandatory instructions, an IC designer can
also define instructions that select other data registers, which
can support whatever additional operations the designer wishes
to implement. Over the years, this capability has been exploited
to use 1149.1 data transmission in many new applications, such
as programming FPGAs and supporting debugging in
microprocessors and DSPs.
III.

DEVELOPMENT OF BOUNDARY SCAN TESTS

Almost all boundary scan tests are developed using tools
provided by a handful of small vendors that specialize in
boundary scan testing. These companies typically provide
software for test generation, test debug, runtime execution, and
runtime diagnostics. Each vendor also supplies low cost
hardware for benchtop use exclusively with their own software.
The hardware typically consists of a small boundary scan
controller managed by a PC. This hardware controller usually
delivers the tests through an interface pod that needs to be close
to the UUT.
These systems are widely used for test program
development and engineering prototype debug. Most large
companies use software and hardware from multiple boundary
scan vendors.
IV.

PROBLEMS IN THE PRODUCTION TEST ENVIRONMENT

In the Defense and Aerospace industry, production testing
is usually done on large scale test systems which test a large
variety of UUTs. This usually means that each production test
system must run boundary scan tests that were developed using
the tools from many different boundary scan vendors. One way
to run such tests would be to design hardware from each of
these boundary scan vendors into the production test system, as
shown in figure 3.

Figure 2. TAP State Machine

Thus they are not suitable for the common situation in which
the boundary scan software wants to examine results while
applying a test in order to diagnose. Boundary scan vendors
also provide interactive development and debug tools that
require immediate control and result reporting. These tools also
need a system that supports interactivity.
One way to address these problems would be to make a
runtime library that executes boundary scan tests using the
general purpose digital instrumentation commonly found on
large scale test systems.
VI.

Figure 3. Fixturing with separate hardware from each vendor

This is undesirable for a number of reasons. First of all, it is
complex and redundant (and potentially wasteful) to include
many pieces of hardware that do the same thing. The pods are
especially challenging in this respect because they must all be
near the UUT, thus competing for the same space in a fixturing
environment that may already be very tight. In fact, in many
cases, the designers of the production test system would like to
dedicate a specific location in their UUT fixturing for TAP
signals. In this case, using multiple pods would require
somehow multiplexing them to this single TAP connection.
Figuring out a way to use a single set of boundary scan
hardware would help with all of these issues.
Another issue is that benchtop testers provide poor support
for the massive parallel I/O associated with functional test.
Benchtop boundary scan systems typically provide some
support for parallel I/O by using additional boundary scan
devices to synthesize parallel signals that can then be
connected to the UUT. But exporting this technique to the large
scale test environment is even more onerous that supporting
multiple pods. The production testers already have tester
channels connected to the I/O pins of each UUT, but benchtop
software can’t control them.
In addition, benchtop testers generally lack the robust pin
electronics (in terms of programmability and protection) that
have long been standard in the production test environment.
V.

HOW THESE PROBLEMS COULD BE ADDRESSED

Many of the above problems could be improved if there
were a way to unify the application of boundary scan tests
developed by different vendors. In the past, there have been
some attempts to provide capabilities similar to this. The Serial
Vector Format (SVF) language [4] has long provided a way to
describe the application of an entire boundary scan test. The
Standard Test And Programming Language (STAPL) [5] later
provided a similar capability aimed at using the boundary scan
TAP port to program programmable devices.
However, these languages fall short of what is needed
because they support batch-oriented techniques that don't allow
for interaction between the software of the boundary scan
vendor and the behavior of the UUT while the test is being run.

RELEVANT CHARACTERISTICS OF DIGITAL
INSTRUMENTS

These digital instruments are very generic. Within wide
limits, they can synthesize arbitrary sequences of activity and
test for arbitrary responses across a very large array of pins
(potentially hundreds). They typically support widely
programmable drive and expect voltages on all pins. They also
provide very flexible timing, with programmable clock rates
and sophisticated driver formatting and programmable edge
positioning. Digital test instruments with this much flexibility
can execute almost any type of testing, including boundary
scan tests. It would be possible to run boundary scan tests on
such a tester using its native API. However, there are several
reasons why it makes sense to use a special runtime library
optimized for boundary scan.
First of all, the generic nature and extreme flexibility of
such hardware means that the native APIs of these test
instruments are necessarily complex. This flexibility is useful
in general but much of it isn't needed for boundary scan
applications. Thus, for purposes of addressing boundary scan
testing, it would be helpful to have a simplified API for
boundary scan users that would hide the unused
programmability in such a system.
In addition, note that the basic organization of such test
instruments gives equal resources to all pins. This organization
is not optimal for boundary scan. This has been noted in the
past [6]. Some manufacturers have added features that address
these issues, such as deep serial memory, which allows very
deep memory to be dedicated for use by a handful of pins that
require it [7]. This fits in very well with boundary scan, which
requires very deep data streams on the TDI and TDO pins
while the rest of the tester does very little [8]. A runtime library
would be a perfect place to take advantage of these features.
A boundary scan runtime library for such a system would
provide a standardized API for these capabilities. Boundary
scan vendors could then add a relatively small amount of code
to their existing software suites that would execute their tests
using this runtime library as an alternative to their proprietary
hardware, as shown in figure 4.

The API would support a range of options for determining
the results of tests. At one extreme of the range, the client of
the runtime library would explicitly fetch raw TDO data after
every shift and then perform all the comparisons to determine
whether a boundary scan test passed or failed. (Parallel I/O
behavior could be handled similarly.)

Figure 4. Fixturing with boundary scan runtime library

VII. DESIRED ATTRIBUTES
Here are some of the attributes that such a runtime library
should aim for:
•

The API should be boundary scan oriented.

•

The API should be execution-hardware-agnostic.

•

The runtime library should be easy for boundary scan
vendors to use.

•

It should use the underlying test system's hardware
resources efficiently.

•

It should support parallel I/O in addition to TAP
activity.

•

It should allow flexible assignment of signals to tester
pins.

•

It should allow boundary scan vendors to implement a
generic execution environment, while still allowing
end users to specify things that vary from UUT to
UUT, such as pin assignments.
VIII. PROPOSED SOLUTION

A reasonable approach would be to make a runtime library
whose API is at about the same conceptual level as the SVF
language [4]. Almost all API elements would be in terms of
basic boundary scan concepts. Users of the runtime library
(called “clients” below) would have no need for knowledge of
the details of operation of the underlying test system.
There would be API function calls to directly specify shifts.
TDI data would be fully specified. TDO data could be specified
or not, as required by a specific test. The API would support
indication that some TDO bit positions are don't cares. There
would also be a way to specify parallel I/O, both independent
and coordinated with shifting.

At the other extreme of result processing, the client would
count on the runtime library to do as much result processing as
possible. The client of the runtime library would have to
specify all expected responses in this case. The runtime library
would compare actual behavior against expected behavior
itself. The client could then query the overall result, and would
proceed to ask for detailed failure information only in those
cases where the UUT actually failed. This can be especially
efficient on large scale production testers, which typically use
digital instruments that include facilities for comparisons
against expected values in hardware, so that software need
never laboriously examine raw responses of the UUT. Even for
failing tests, a client who wants complete failure details could
request a list of failing bit positions (or parallel I/O positions)
rather than having to infer this himself from raw TDO (or
parallel I/O) data.
The runtime library would know the UUT's TAP state at all
times. Its API would provide a way to reset the UUT's TAP. It
would also provide a way to navigate the UUT to a specific
TAP state, or through a specified sequence of states. There
would be a way to repeat a stable TAP state a specific number
of times. This allows for implementation of burn delays during
device programming, and for emulation of the SVF RUNTEST
statement.
There would also be ways to specify some test parameters,
such as TCK frequency and voltage levels for all UUT signals.
A system using this runtime library would typically test
many different UUTs, each of which could potentially connect
to a different set of tester pins. To deal with this, the runtime
library could accept an “instrument configuration file”, by
which the end user could specify those details that vary from
UUT to UUT. This would allow the TAP port and PIO signals
to be arbitrarily mapped onto any set of tester pins (to the
extent that the hardware in the underlying tester allows this).
This would also provide a place to specify things like unusual
voltage levels that only the end user would know.
The runtime library would be designed to take advantage of
the appropriate tester features for each testing situation.
Individual boundary scan operations requested through the API
would be converted into sequences of patterns that would then
be executed on the tester. Successive boundary scan operations
would usually be packed into a single pattern stream for
efficiency, but they could optionally be separated into
individual bursts to support interaction after each operation
(useful for debugging). Timing would be set up so that parallel
IO would be coordinated with boundary scan activity. If a
tester supported deep serial memory, then the runtime library
would make use of it when appropriate.
Note that use of the runtime library would also insure that
robust pin electronics would now be used to apply boundary
scan tests. Benefits include protection against dangerous

voltages that might otherwise damage the tester, the ability to
use a wider range of signal voltages, and the ability to monitor
drive states and thus detect UUT faults that prevent the UUT
from being driven properly.
IX.

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

In addition to the advantages discussed above, creation of a
system like this could also streamline development going
forward. The creation of a boundary scan runtime library by a
digital instrument vendor represents an efficient division of
labor between digital instrument companies and boundary scan
companies, with each focusing on the aspect of the problem
they know best.
The digital instrument vendor has the expertise and is in the
best position to optimize performance in a production test
environment. If the instrument maker comes up with such an
optimization, it benefits each boundary scan vendor but
requires no effort by any boundary scan vendor.
Once this API has been defined, the digital instrument
vendor could potentially write additional software to support
the defined functionality with other hardware, perhaps radically
different from the originally-targeted digital instrument. For
example, existing high speed subsystem instruments [9] could
potentially be configured to support some boundary scan tests.
Such a capability could be made straightforwardly accessible
simply by supporting the API discussed here. If this were done,
then boundary scan vendors who already used that API could
run their tests on the new instrument with virtually no
additional work on their part.
In fact, if the API for such a system became popular
enough, it could potentially evolve into a de facto standard like
SVF [4], or an official standard.
X.

SUMMARY

Boundary scan has proved its usefulness over the years, so
it's not surprising that large scale defense and aerospace test
systems are being used to perform more and more boundary

scan tests over time. But this increasing prevalence of boundary
scan tests has led to fixturing and logistics problems. Each such
test is usually developed using the tool set from a specific
boundary scan vendor, and a large scale test system must
typically execute tests on a variety of UUTs whose tests have
been developed using a variety of boundary scan vendors.
Usually, each vendor's tests are developed to run on that
vendor's proprietary hardware. Supporting the various
hardware from all these vendors in a single test system presents
a formidable fixturing and logistical challenge, as has been
discussed above. But note that such test systems invariably
contain general purpose digital test hardware, which is also
capable of executing boundary scan tests. One way to improve
this situation would be for the vendor of the general purpose
digital test hardware to supply a boundary scan runtime library,
which the boundary scan vendors could then use as an
alternative way to execute their tests.
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